For the domain of self-driving and automatic parking, perception is a basic and critical technique, moreover, the detection of lane markings and parking slots is an important part of visual perception. Compared with front sight images, panoramic images(PI) can capture more comprehensive pavement information. However, the imbalance of different classes in PI is even more serious. Additionally, the judgment of boundary information between areas is a hard problem in deep models. Therefore, we propose a new model named DFNet to solve these problems. The proposed model has two main contributions, one is dynamic loss weights, and the other is residual fusion block(RFB). DFNet use dynamic loss weights to overcome the negative effect of imbalance dataset, which are calculated according to the pixel number of each class in a batch. RFB is composed of several convolutional layers, a pooling layer, and a fusion layer to combine the feature maps by pixel multiplication, which can reduce boundary information loss. We evaluate our method on PSV dataset, and the achieved advanced results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the area of artificial intelligent field, automatic vehicle is being studied in great demand both in academic and industrial sector. Self-driving technique is significantly to reduce the stress of drivers and improve the road safety, which can be divided into three parts, environmental perception, planning decision, and execution control. Typically, perception is the foundation for autonomous systems. Environmental perception mainly includes visual perception and radar perception, while visual perception is currently more widely used.
As a branch of self-driving, automatic parking requires the correct information of lane markings and parking slots in the perception process. Comparing with front sight images, panoramic images can capture the surroundings of car completely; therefore it is more suitable to use panoramic images in a low speed environment like automatic parking.
In recent years, deep learning [1] has made major breakthroughs in image processing. For traditional computer vision algorithms, it needs to set the rules of extracting features based on prior knowledge, while the rules are complex and hard to be adaptive and robust. As to deep learning, it can automatically extract features from sample data, and get much better results with sufficient training data. A large number of traffic scene datasets [2] [3] and corresponding methods of object detection [4] [5] and semantic segmentation [6] [7] based on deep leaning are proposed, and have been proved to be useful. Therefore, we use the semantic segmentation method of deep learning to segment areas and classify the class of lane markings and parking slots on panoramic images. However, the imbalance of different classes in panoramic images is serious, and the judgment of boundary information between areas is a hard problem in deep models. To solve these problem and improve the accuracy of results, we propose the DFNet for semantic segmentation and make two main contributions: 1) One is dynamic loss weights. When computing the loss, we assign the weights to each class, which are calculated according to the pixel number of each class, to overcome the negative effect of imbalance dataset. 2) The other is residual fusion block (RFB). It is used to refine the segmentation area, and reduce the classification error of pixels at the boundary between areas, which is like a post-processing module.
II. RELATED WORK
In 2006, K Kato et al. [8] firstly proposed a panoramic parking system, which can effectively eliminate visual blind area and then improve the efficiency and safety of parking. YC Liu et al. [9] presented a driving assistant system which can provide the bird's eye view image of vehicle surroundings with six fisheye cameras. Because of the complete range of vision, various vision methods for lane markings and parking slots detection were proposed on panoramic images. C Wang [10] extracted the parking slots with a Radon transform based method, JK Suhr and HG Jung [11] detected parking slots by exploiting a hierarchical tree structure of it and combining sequential detection results, HH Chi and LY Hsu [12] detected lane markings with line detection method. For the detection on panoramic images, traditional image processing methods are the main methods at present, the accuracy of which are closely related to the structure of the markings, and will be greatly influenced by the noise in the images, like a shade or a fuzzy structure.
Deep learning has achieved far more accurate results than traditional methods on image processing. There are several works on lane markings and parking slots detection using deep learning on front sight images. J Kim and M Lee [13] presented a robust lane detection method based on the combined convolutional neural network with random sample consensus algorithm; S Lee et al. [14] proposed a unified end-to-end trainable multi-task network that jointly handles lane and road marking detection and recognition guided by a vanishing point; G Amato et al. [15] proposed a decentralized and efficient solution for visual parking slots occupancy detection based on a deep convolutional neural network.
Traditional image processing methods on panoramic images and deep learning methods on front sight images both achieve excellent results, but few work is aimed to use deep leaning on panoramic images. This is because the accuracy of deep learning model is largely related to datasets, and there are few public dataset of panoramic images which can be used to train a model. In our previous study [16] , we released the first public panoramic dataset about lane markings and parking slots, which is panoramic surround view(PSV) dataset specially for semantic segmentation.
Semantic segmentation is the natural step to achieve finegrained inference, its goal is to make dense predictions inferring labels for every pixel [17] . The most successful model for semantic segmentation is the fully convolutional network (FCN) by Long et al. [18] , which is the first endto-end semantic segmentation model, realized by enlarging the feature maps to the same size as input image. After that, all the network models are designed as end-to-end, which has the advantage that they do not need the post-processing. There are three main ways to enlarge the feature maps, deconvolution [19] , unpooling, and bilinear interpolation. The way used in FCN is deconvolution, which is the reverse process of convolution. In Segnet [6] , Enet [20] , they used unpooling, which need position parameters of pool mask from the corresponding pooling. To improve the accuracy, more complex models are proposed. With hundreds of layers, Resnet [21] and Densenet [22] become the most common basic model used in convolutional networks. Our study [23] proposed a highly fused convolutional network with multiple soft cost functions; Refinenet [24] trained the model with multiple scale of input images; F Yu [25] proposed dilation convolution to enlarge the receptive field of convolution without increase in parameters; PSPnet [7] presented a pyramid pooling model; GCN [26] applied large-size kernels and residual-based boundary refinement blocks. To rebalance the classes, [27] [28] proposed class-balanced cross-entropy loss function. And our previous study [29] added soft weights of cost function on different target objects.
In [16] , we achieved the segmentation of lane markings and parking slots using semantic segmentation method on PSV dataset, and proposed a VH-stage module special for linear structures. The model of [16] is based on FCN [18] .
In this paper, we use PSPNet [7] as based model, and improve the accuracy by dynamic loss weights and residual fusion block. The two main improved parts of proposed method are proved to be significant.
III. METHODS

A. network
The proposed model, DFNet, is illustrated in Fig.1 . DFNet is adapted from PSPNet [7] , which is the state-of-the-art model of semantic segmentation for a long time. DFNet can be divided into three parts, basic module, features extraction module, and refinement module. For basic module, we use the Resnet101 [21] as foundation. For features extraction module, we use the pyramid pooling module proposed by PSPNet, followed by convolutional layers and an upsampling layer through bilinear interpolation. After these two modules, the feature maps are automatically configured to the same size as input image. Because the bilinear interpolation is the method without parameters to train, when the enlargement factor is large, the pixels at the boundary of two areas are difficult to classify. Therefore, we add refinement module on the tail of the network like a post-processing module to refine the segmentation areas. For refinement module, we design a residual fusion block (RFB) which consists of convolution layers and pooling layers. RFB is inspired by the boundary refinement (BR) block of GCN [26] . The common characteristic of the two blocks of RFB and BR is to divide the feature maps into two paths for processing and then fuse them. The difference of RFB is to add a pooling layer in one path and a convolutional layer in another path, moreover, adopt multiplication instead of addition as the fusion way.
RFB is used to refine the segmentation area of each class and reduce the influence of noise caused by upsampling layers. The number of channels in the feature maps is the same before and after RFB, and is equal to the number of classes. RFB is mainly focused on the classification of the pixels at the boundary between two areas, because when the feature maps are being enlarged, the judgment of pixels at the boundary will be blurred and relatively difficult to classify. Through learning and training, RFB can reduce the error prediction of these pixels, and then improve the accuracy. The main idea of RFB is to divide the feature maps into two paths, which is similar to residual block. One path consists of several convolutional layers or pooling layers, while the other includes just a convolution layer. Finally, we fuse the feature maps of these two paths by multiplying. This is because after processing with convolutional layers or pooling layers, the values of the points in feature maps will be slightly changed. The changing extent in the boundary is greater than that in the center. By fusing the feature maps of two paths, the value of points with a greater difference will be corrected. In BR block of GCN [26] , they define S as the refined score map: S = S + R(S), where S is the coarse score map and R(·) is the residual branch. In RFB, the define of S is S = R 1 (S) × R 2 (S), where R 1 (·) and R 2 (·) are the processing of two paths respectively. In particular, panoramic images are based on an overlooking perspective, which mainly contains the background and target signs. The outline of these target signs is of regular shape, and they account for a small number of pixels. Therefore, the main segmentation error lies in the boundary not in the center, and the boundary refinement module is quite suitable for using in segmentation of panoramic images. We attempt several structures of RFB displayed in Fig.2 . We will describe the configuration and effect in detail in C part of section IV. 
B. dynamic loss weights
In the process of convolution neural network training, the value of network weights are adjusted by error calculated in loss function. But for the reason that the number of pixels in each class is quite different, the impact of each class on loss is also different. The more the pixel number of a class is, the more the impact of this class on loss. Especially for panoramic images, the proportion of the background is too large. When the pixel ratio between background and target is quite large, the influence of background on total accuracy is more obviously than target, which will leads to low accuracy of target. Comparing with other traffic scene images, the imbalance of different classes in panoramic images is even more serious. In order to overcome the negative effect of imbalance, we assign a weight to each class when calculate the loss. In Segnet [6] , they compute the weights according to the whole training set. But the network weights are adjusted after each iteration of training, and the pixel number of each class in a batch may be much different from that in the whole training set. What's more, the image class distribution of a batch and the whole training set may be slightly opposite. So in each iteration, we calculate the weights according to the current input batch, and the weights are different in each iteration. The weights calculation can be formulated as Eq.(1).
In the formula, w i represents the weight of class i, c indicates the number of class, which is a constant of 6 in experiments on PSV dataset, and the value of i is from 0 to c. β and α are the lower and upper threshold of w i , we set the threshold to avoid excessive weights differences. The reason why we set the weights is to solve the problem of pixel imbalance, if the weights are not limited, it may cause another opposite imbalance. N is the total pixel number of this batch, n i is the pixel number of class i, when n i = 0, it means that the class i does not appear in this batch, we set the weight to 1. Because we need to increase the effect of small pixel number class on loss, so the smaller the n i , the larger the w i is. N and c are constant, w i is just changed by n i . When the n i is the average number, w i is calculated to be 1 2 , the multiplicative coefficient of 1 2 is also used to decrease the w i of large pixel number of class. The loss used for training is a weighted version of cross-entropy(CE) loss, the function of that is shown in Eq. (2), where x ij , y ij are prediction class and label in pixel (i, j), w is the loss weights.
IV. EXPERINMENT
A. experimental setup
In our experiments, the proposed method is evaluated on PSV dataset [16] , which is made and released by The Tongji Intelligent Electric Vehicle (TiEV) team. The images are collected in Tongji university with two sizes, 600x600 and 1000x1000. There are a total of 4249 panoramic RGB images with labeled ground truth of 6 object classes, background, parking slots, white solid line, white dashed line, yellow solid line and yellow dashed line. Thereinto, the number of images in train set, test set and validation set are 2550, 1274, 425. Our experiments are implemented on pytorch, and trained on NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN X graphic card. We crop the input images to a unified size of 600x600. The training procedure is operated with a batch size of 3, momentum of 0.9, weight decay of 1 × 10 −4 , and we start with a original learning rate of 1 × 10 −3 and decrease the learning rate according to current iteration. The learning rate is determined as lr = lr original * ( 1 − current iter max iter ) lr decay . We set the max iter as 3 * 10 4 , which is equivalent to 35 epochs. Three metrics are used for evaluating our method, pixel accuracy (pacc), mean pixel accuracy (mpacc), and mean intersection over union (mIoU). The experiments are made up of two steps: firstly, we train our model with dynamic weights but without RFB, to get the optimum threshold in weights formula; secondly, by using the threshold which is determined in the previous step, we verify these several RFBs to find the best structure.
B. evaluation with dynamic loss weights
We verify the effectiveness of dynamic loss weights by comparing two aspects. One is the unchanged total loss weights in training, which is calculated by the whole training set as Eq.1. The other is the dynamic loss weights with no thresholds and different thresholds. There are two thresholds in weights formula, β for the lower and α for the upper. Because only the pixel number of background is far more than the average, so we assign the value of β to 0.1, and change the value of α to find the best. The results are shown in Table. I. The first row is realization experiment of PSPNet on PSV dataset. The second row is unchanged total loss weight, followed by dynamic loss weights with no thresholds and different thresholds. From the Table. I, we can see that, loss weights indeed have impact on the results, but not all of them are beneficial. The unchanged total loss weight makes the accuracy lower, that is because the pixel distribution of class in a batch may be much different from the total training set. For the classes that do not appear in a training batch, they are still assigned a high weight. And in the panoramic datasets, there are a large number of images that do not have all the classes, which makes the weights calculated by the whole training set inapplicable. From the 5 cases of dynamic loss weights, we can see that in some cases it indeed improve the results. The mIoU of dynamic loss weights with no thresholds is just a little higher than unchanged total weights. This is due to the fact that the unlimited weights make overcorrection and cause another opposite imbalance. The excessive weight of one class results in too much difference among different class, which is equivalent to making a mutual transformation between the minority and the majority, instead of balancing the minority and the majority. Comparing with no loss weights of PSPNet, when the α is 7 or 10, the mIoU is lower, and when the α is 3 or 5, the mIoU is higher. From the results, we can see that, when the α is 5, the distribution of dynamic loss weights is more consistent with the balance adjustment of this panoramic dataset. This shows that restriction on loss weights is necessary, and just appropriate threshold can lead to improvement. Thereinto, we get the best result when α is 5, mIoU shows the improvements about 2.44% comparing with not using dynamic weights. Finally, we choose 5 as the value of α. 
C. evaluation with refinement block
There are eight kinds of structures shown in Fig 2, the corresponding configuration and results are listed in Table  II , all the results are based on dynamic loss weights and α is 5. In Table II , k, d, p, s are kernel size, dilation, padding, stride respectively, 2-represents sub path. Refer to BR block, we set the kernel size of convolution layers to 3. Among them, (a) is actually the BR block of GCN [26] . For these 8 structures, there are 3 main differences. The first is the distinct ways of fusion, where multiplication is better than addition. When the feature maps in main path is fused with that in sub path, it is equivalent to adjusting the values of the feature maps. Since these values is mainly from 0 to 1, the change of values is more obvious by multiplication. Secondly is to add pooling layer and divide it into two ways: average pooling and max pooling. Average pooling can integrate the information of all the pixels in a pooling kernel, while max pooling just gets one pixel information. More comprehensive information makes the average pooling better. Finally is the additional convolution layer in sub path. One dimensional convolution makes the value of the feature maps in sub path slightly changed, which will be closer to the distribution of Conv, k = 3, d = 1, p = 1, s = 1 (f2) Conv, k = 3, d = 2, p = 2, s = 1 mul 98.37 90.52 65.52 max pool, k = 3, p = 1, s = 1 2-Conv, k = 1 groundtruth. Thus, the optimization effect to the feature maps in main path is better. The best result is to use the structure of (f1), which consists of two convolution layers, an average pooling layer, and a one dimensional convolution. It gets 4.5% and 6.49% improvements on mIoU comparing with using BR and not using RFB respectively. Finally we choose the last structure (f1) as RFB.
D. result comparison
Through the gradual experiments of the two parts in B, C of this section, we achieve 2.44%, 6.49% improvements respectively on major metric mIoU, and get a total of 8.93% promotion compared with PSPNet. We compare our model with other models in [16] on the PSV dataset. The detailed results are shown in Table III , the proposed model gets the advanced result on mIoU, and most of the IoU are the best result.
In addition, in other models, the accuracy of dashed lines is obviously lower than that of solid lines, and there is quite difference in each class; in our model, the difference is relatively small. There are some visual samples of predictions by different model in Fig.3 . We can see that our model can precisely segment areas of lane markings and parking slots, slightly influenced by background noise, and the blank area in dashed line can also be identified correctly.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, aiming at two problems of the imbalance of different classes in panoramic images and blurred boundary segmentation, we propose a new model named DFNet. The two parts of the proposed method, dynamic loss weights and residual fusion block, are proved to be very effective. In future work, we will do research on the size and speed of model to meet the requirement of embedded and mobile platform, such as through compressing the model to reduce the model size and accelerate the image processing speed. 
